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Here is my Valentine’s gift to you…This chapter has sexual tension that you won’t
believe…
Beautiful Beach Boy is a story about 13 year old Jesse who lives on a barrier island off
the Carolinas. He daydreams about sexual adventures with guys and girls. Jesse is a free
spirit who loves to surf, skimboard and swim. The only thing he loves more than being
out doors is being naked outdoors. Join Jesse as he discovers his sexuality and loses his
virginity everyway imaginable. In this chapter Jesse spends a long weekend at Beth’s
house. Beth’s father Jim takes them to a local seafood restaurant for dinner and Beth
cannot keep her hands off of Jesse. This chapter is the beginning of a very hot night and
hot weekend. I hope you enjoy Beautiful Beach Boy.
As always, if you are not supposed to be reading this story…then please don’t…please practice safe sex.
This story is a total fantasy. Thanks to everyone who has taken the time to write me. Your encouragement, ideas,
fantasies and personal experiences are very much appreciated. Your thoughts and ideas are always welcome at
mack1137@gmail.com.
Please let me know what you like to read about and what turns you on. If you are curious about my background and/or
would like to share your thoughts and ideas on erotic story telling in a more public forum, please visit
http://mack1137.sensualwriter.com .
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Beautiful Beach Boy – Chapter 5
The phone rings and Cassie answers it.
Hi…it’s me. Steve tells her.

Cassie’s juices begin to flow at the sound of Steve’s voice. He is so sexy.
Hi yourself, she says with humor in her voice. What are you up to?
Steve tells her about needing to go to the mountains and shoot a spread at a four star
resort. He asks if she would like to spend a long weekend there with him.
I would love to do that she tells him. I just have to find someone for Jesse to stay with
unless you want him to go along.
You know how hot I think he is. But I would like for this weekend to be about me
pleasuring you all weekend…just the two of us. Steve tells her.
Sounds wonderful, Cassie tells Steve. Let me make some calls and I will call you right
back.
Cassie knows that Zach is traveling to a soccer tournament this weekend, so she calls Jim
next door. Jim answers on the first ring.
Jim it’s Cassie.
Hey Cassie…how are you?
I am doing great, but I have a big favor to ask of you. She tells him.
Is there any chance that Jesse could spend the weekend with you and Beth?
I don’t have any choice. If I say no, Beth will kill me. She is head over heels for your
good looking son. We would love to have him. Jim tells her.
Great I will send Jesse a text message and tell him what is going on. I am going to the
mountains with Steve for the weekend.
You are very luck from what I hear from Beth. She keeps telling me how sexy Steve is.
I can’t wait to meet him. Have a great time!
Jesse, Beth and Zach are having lunch when Jesse get the text message. Jesse responds
with a one word answer….AWESOME!! He tells Beth and Zach what is going on.
Oh maaaannnnn….Zach says. I wish I could blow off this soccer tournament.
Jesse is rock hard thinking about spending the night with Beth.
Beth looks at Jesse and tells him that there is something that she needs to tell him. Daddy
is bisexual. He has seen you going up the steps from the shower to your door naked. He
got really hard and told me how hot he thinks you are.

Jesse looks surprised. You’re kidding he tells her. Your dad is hot! I have always
wondered what he looks like naked. Have you like…you know…done anything with
him.
Beth shakes her head no. He taught me a lot stuff when he knew that I wanted to have
sex with you. He fingered me to orgasm. But that is all we did. I wasn’t sure about
having sex with him until I saw how cool it was for you and your mom.
Jesse whispers to Beth, I wish we could find someplace private right now. I need you
bad.
She whispers back, me too! I am soaked.
Zach grins at them. What about me?
See you later…soccer boy! Jesse tells Zach with a mischievous grin.
Jesse gets up to take his lunch tray back and he can feel that his boxers are soaked with
his precum. The rest of his afternoon moves very slowly as he waits anxiously to be with
Beth and her sexy Dad.
As the final bell rings, Jesse runs for the bus. He climbs aboard and takes the last seat on
the left. Beth follows along a few minutes later. Jesse gives her a quick peck on the
cheek. His hand settles on her knee and thigh. Jesse lightly strokes her thigh in a very
sensual and very stimulating way. Beth is soaking her shorts as they ride toward home.
When they arrive, Beth and Jesse stand up. The front of his cargo shorts is tented. His
buddy Chris gives him shit about his rock hard boner. Jesse just grins and moves down
the aisle behind Beth. As they climb off the bus, Mrs. Smith from across the street peers
out through her bedroom blinds at the two beautiful, sexy children. She watches as Jesse
and Beth toss their back packs on the steps. Mrs. Smith slides her hand in her running
shorts and begins to lovingly stroke her swollen clit as she watches Jesse and Beth.
Jesse takes Beth in his arms and hugs and kisses her passionately. Their lust filled
tongues duel and their fingers explore each other’s backs. Jesse breaks the kiss and runs
his fingers through her long blond hair. He looks in to her deep brown eyes and kisses
her again as his young member throbs in his pants.
When Jesse breaks the kiss he looks deep in her eyes and tells Beth just how sexy she is.
Beth kisses Jess while tenderly stroking his face. Jesse lifts the hem of her t-shirt and
pulls it over her head. He loves looking at her budding breasts the delicate young turgid
nipples. While the t-shirt is over her head, Jesse playfully licks Beth’s erect nipple. The
beautiful pink nipple is hard against his tongue. Beth playfully tries to dance away from
him. The front of Jesse’s cargo shorts are tented out obscenely.

Beth strips off her t-shirt and playfully grasps Jesse throbbing boyhood. She pulls him to
her with his erection and kisses him. She tells him how hot she thinks he is as she
unbuttons his cargo shorts. His cargo shorts quickly end up in a puddle on the driveway
around his ankles. They are quickly followed by his boxers.
Mrs. Smith groans as she sees Jesse’s naked lower torso. Her running shorts fall to the
floor as her fingers need room to pleasure her soaked vagina. Mrs. Smith is not aware
that her 12 year old son Andy is standing behind her pleasuring himself as he watches the
intense scene unfold. Soon Andy’s shorts are on the floor and he is stroking his
immature member.
Beth strips off Jesse’s t-shirt and she plays with his erect nipples. She is so turned on that
she can feel her juices flowing. Jesse pops the button on Beth’s shorts and they fall to the
ground revealing that she is wearing no underwear.
Mrs. Smith groans again as her fingers become a blur thrusting in and out of her aching
vagina. She is so into her own pleasure that she is startled to see Andy standing next to
her naked from the waist down. He is masturbating furiously and tells her how hot this
is. Seeing Beth lean over and kiss the tip of Jesse’s erection is too much for Andy and he
groans loudly as his young hip thrust against his fist trying to release a few drops of his
milky immature semen. Mrs. Smith is shocked to see the first drop of semen explode
from his 3.5” penis and land of the window blinds. That pushes her over the edge as she
watches her young son’s drops of semen stain the hardwood floor. She thrust 3 of her
fingers deeply in her vagina as her body is rocked by the most powerful orgasm ever.
The combination of guilt and naked lust is more than she can deal with.
Beth knows that she needs to act quickly or Jesse will take her sexually right here in the
driveway. She dashes over and grabs their two swimsuits off the clothes line. They each
have year old red Speedo swim suits from being on the swim team last summer. Both of
their bodies have grown since last summer so the thin fabric of the swim suits can barely
contain their young bodies.
Jesse holds his suit as he watches Beth begin to pull on the one piece swim suit. As she
is pulling it up her legs, Jesse is mesmerized by her tiny blond pubic bush. He so wants
to explore it and the rest of her most intimate places with his tongue. He watches
somewhat disappointedly as it is covered by the fabric of the suit. The suit fabric is so
tight that it barely covers Beth’s lust swollen labia. The lips are clearly visible and there
is no question where the patch of pubic hair begins.
Beth stretches the fabric to the maximum to pull the straps over her shoulders. Here erect
nipples look like they are going to drill a hole in the fabric. Jesse’s erection is dripping
precum.
Beth laugh’s at his unbridled lust and tells him to get dressed.

Andy hugs his mother as they watch the show across the street. She can feel the last
traces of his semen on the tip of his semi erect penis. She holds him close. Neither of
them can take their eyes off of Jesse and Beth.
Jesse finally manages to get the Speedo over his throbbing erection. The suit barely
contains his growing body normally and with a boner it looks as if the seams may not
hold. Beth laughs at the fact that a little bit of the tip of Jesse’s penis is still visible.
Jesse gives her a stern look and tells her it is her fault. If she wasn’t so sexy he would not
have this problem. They both crack up and the neighborhood is filled with the joy of
their laughter.
Beth grabs their skim boards and hands Jesse’s to him. They take off walking toward the
beach. They both look up at the same time and see the naked figures of Mrs. Smith and
Andy standing in the window. Jesse and Beth both wave as they walk on. Mrs. Smith is
mortified.

At 5:30 Jesse and Beth are running up the board walk. They are laughing and talking as
they run along. Jesse’s shaggy sun-bleached blond hair is blowing in the wind. Their
tanned bodies look beautiful set against the setting sun. When they get to the house they
see that Beth’s dad’s SUV is in the driveway. Their book bags and clothes are missing
from Jesse’s driveway. They walk to the shower and strip and rinse the sand out of their
swim suits.
While they are both sexually excited and want to release their tensions, they quickly
lather themselves and rinse off. As usual they run up the steps to Beth’s house naked as
the day they were born. Jim is watching the weather on TV and having a beer as the
naked kids come through the door. While Jim has seen Jesse outside naked several times,
he is not prepared for just how beautiful this kid really is in all of his naked glory.
Wow…you two are something. Jim tells them.
Oh Daddy! Beth says
I hate to say this but we are going out to dinner. You need to get dressed. I grabbed your
clothes from the driveway.
Jesse and Beth quickly pull on their shorts and t-shirts. Jesse slips his tan feet in his
leather sandals. Beth kisses him on the cheek and tells him what cute feet he has. She
runs back to her bedroom to brush her hair.
Jim comes around the counter and it is clear that he has a raging boner.
Jesse cannot take his eyes off the large bulge in Jim’s shorts. It is huge. Jesse walks over
to Jim. He keeps staring at the bulge and then he looks into Jim’s eyes.

Wow that is huge, Jesse tells Jim.
Yours is very cool too. Jim tells him as he hand finds Jesse’s boyhood bulge.
Jesse gasps at the touch. He puts his hand on Jim’s member and feels the thickness of his
man tube. Jesse gasps. Without asking Jesse pops the button on Jims shorts and they fall
to the floor. As he does a big drop of precum appears on the tip of Jim’s penis. Jesse
bends over and licks the penis clean.
Jesse’s fingers begin to explore Jim’s member. He looks at Jim and asks him how big it
is. Jim smiles and tells him 10”.
Jesse drops to his knees and begins to worship the huge member. It is so big that he can
only get the head in his mouth. It tastes wonderful to him. Beth walks in as he is sucking
her Dad. She watches with an amused look on her face as Jesse pleasures her Dad.
Jim starts to moan. Having this gorgeous kid worshiping his cock pushes Jim quickly to
the edge. When Beth starts stroking his ass with her fingers it is too much for him and
Jim cries out as the semen begins to flood through his penis. Jim hears Jesse gag as the
first huge blast of semen coats the back of Jesse’s throat.
Jesse stays with Jim’s huge member taking rope after rope of Beth’s Daddy’s semen.
Oh Daddy it is so hot watching you cum in Jesse.
Jim is panting as his orgasm subsides. Jesse stands up and kisses Jim filling his mouth
with his own cum. Jim returns the kiss and holds Jesse tight to him. Jesse is now
covered with Jim’s semen. They go next door and Jesse strips naked in front of Jim and
Beth. Jesse finds clean cargo shorts and a Crab Shack t-shirt. He quickly pulls them on
to his naked body.
The all go down and get in Jim’s SUV. Jim has a load of equipment that he needs to
deliver Friday in the back of his SUV. Beth has to sit in Jesse’s lap.
She kisses him and lightly plays with his erect boyhood. You have sperm breath, Beth
laughs.
It’s your Dad’s fault. Boy…can he cum. Jesse tells her.
It doesn’t matter, she tells him as she kisses him deeply again.
When they get to the restaurant, it is a fish house that is on the Intracoastal Waterway.
Jim tells them that they are going to have to wait for a table. So he goes to the bar and
gets a beer. The three of them walk out back to the pier to look at the fishing boats that
are docked there.

Jesse still has a major erection that several people have noticed. While they are standing
looking at a 60’ Hatteras Yacht Sport Fisherman yacht, Jim is admiring the way the boat
is rigged. Beth is absently playing with Jesse’s blond hair and the skin on the back of his
neck. After a few minutes she began to lightly massage his back with the tips of her
fingers. The people standing up on the deck were beginning to comment on the beautiful
young couple. Jesse leans over and looks in the fish box on the back of a boat to see
what they caught. His t-shirt pulls up and reveals his naked back and a tiny bit of his butt
crack. Anyone watching knew that the hot looking boy was not wearing underwear.
They watched as Beth’s fingers begin to explore his naked back and she lightly explores
the slight indentation of his butt crack. Her hand goes up under his shirt and it is clear
that her hand is roaming sensuously over the boy’s naked back. It is so sensual that
several people on the deck were commenting that they must be young lovers. As Jesse
straightens up Beth keeps her hand under his t-shirt.
Several of the men up on the deck are adjusting their erections from watching the two
sexy kids. Jim’s name is called over the public address system and he turns and sees
what Beth is doing and how it has caused and obscene bulge and wet spot in Jesse’s
shorts. Jim leads the way to the hostess stand and the kids follow. Every eye on the deck
is focused on the two kids. The hostess starts to seat them and she notices the huge
erection that Jesse has. She cannot take her eyes off of it and she bumps into a man
because she is staring at Jesse. The hostess mumbles an apology to the man and her eyes
immediately settle on Jesse’s boyhood. Jesse is talking to Beth and is completely
oblivious to all of the attention that he is receiving. Jim watches as every head in the
dining room study the beautiful young couple. Most seem to be staring at the huge bulge
in Jesse’s shorts. Jesse, oblivious to everyone watching him, adjusts his erection.
Several people groan as he does so.
The hostess seats them in a booth. She s there watching Jesse slide into the booth. The
hostess blushes as she realizes that she has been standing there staring. Beth starts to
stroke the back of Jesse’s neck again and comb the back of his head with her fingers. She
rests her hand on his shoulder and begins to play with his ear lobe. There is a 16 year old
cute boy sitting diagonally across from them. He can see Beth and he can see Jesse’s
erection.
The 16 year old boy puts his hand in his pants pocket and begins to play with his erection
as he watches the young blond lovers. He sees Jesse put his hand on Beth’s knee and
watches as she squeezes his fingers between her knees. He cannot believe that Jesse’s
hand is moving up her bare thigh. The boy increases his pace in his pants pocket. The
waiter comes to their table to take their order. The waiter is watching the 16 year old
jack off in his pocket and then looks up to see what is stimulating. Immediately the
waiter has an erection. The boy’s father looks at the waiter waiting for him to take their
order. It only takes a moment for him to figure out what is going on. He looks across to
the next table and sees Beth and Jesse laughing with Jim. He sees her fondling Jesse’s
ear and then watches in amazement as she is talking to her Dad and she points to Jesse’s
erect nipples. She reaches over and begins to play with Jesse’s erect nipple.

The father, the 16 year old and the waiter all see an unmistakable moan from Jesse’s lips.
They all see Beth whisper in Jesse’s ear and then lick it with her tongue. The 16 year old
is now frantically massaging his erection when his mother tells him to stop being
disgusting. The boy groans loudly and arches his back as a powerful orgasm overwhelms
his young body. The waiter is now massaging his erection through his apron. It causes a
commotion in the restaurant. Everybody including Jesse and Beth are watching this kid
groan and moan through a powerful orgasm. His mother can be heard saying, For God’s
sake this ridiculous. His father is too stimulated to talk. The waiter looked like he wants
to put his hand inside the kid’s sticky shorts and taste the boy’s essence.
Jim looks at Beth and Jesse. I cannot wait to get the two of you home. His aching penis
is throbbing in his pants.
Beth looks at him with a raised eyebrow. Ohhh…and just what do you have in mind
when we get home.
Jim grins as their food arrives. Beth leans over to Jesse and says, I think that he wants
some of this and she grabs his boyhood. The waiter almost dropped the tray of food on
them. It seems as though everyone in the restaurant is watching their sexual antics with
lustful looks on their faces.
Beth, please try to keep you hands off of Jesse during dinner. Jim tells her.
But it is hard Daddy. She tells him. It is really hard and I need it bad.
The woman at the next table drops her ice tea and glares at Beth. Jesse looks at the
woman and shrugs as if to say, what can you going to do with her?
Before the woman looks back Jesse kisses Beth on the cheek and then they quietly eat
their dinner.
Jim’s erection is so hard from watching the kids he is afraid that when he stands up his
cock will just explode semen in his pants from just the friction of standing up.
The family at the next table pays their bill and the 16 year old stands up. The front of his
khaki shorts are soaked with his semen. He is clearly embarrassed but he cannot take his
eyes off of Jesse and Beth.
A few minutes later Jim and the kids finish their dinner. The waiter offers coffee and Jim
refuses. There is so much sexual tension in the air that he knows that he must get the kids
home so that they can quench their lust and his. Jim holds out his credit card to the
waiter, but the waiter ignores it. The waiter is too busy watching Beth stroke the inside
of Jesse’s thigh right below his young testicles. The waiter is amazed that this boy has
had a throbbing erection all the way through dinner. He is astounded that her father is
okay with all of this activity. The waiter’s own erection is obvious. He decides that as

soon as these kids leave he is going to the men’s room and pleasure himself. The waiter
finally turns toward Jim and mumbles an apology as he takes Jim’s credit card.
The waiter is back in a few moments with the receipt for Jim to sign. Everyone in the
restaurant is waiting and some are holding their breath waiting for another glimpse of the
young couple in lust.
Beth and Jesse slide out of the booth as he turns toward the room, there is a collective
gasp as people see that his erection is obscenely tenting his cargo shorts and there is a
huge wet spot caused by his precum. There is a collective murmur in the restaurant as
Jesse, Beth and Jim make their way to the exit.
The valet parking attendant almost rear-ended another car while he watched Beth kiss
Jesse’s cheek while massaging his obvious erection. When they reach Jim’s SUV, Jesse
climbs into the passenger seat, As Beth starts to get in the car, Jesse pulls down her nylon
shorts and they fall to the pavement leaving Beth naked from the waist down. She laughs
and scoops up her shorts and settles in Jesse lap for the ride home. Before they have left
the parking lot, Jesse has removed her t-shirt leaving Beth completely naked. Jesse kisses
Beth passionately. He puts an arm under her legs and lifts them up as he swings her
around. Jesse maneuvers Beth around until she is lying on her back on top of his thighs
with her legs running up his chest.
Jesse takes hold of her waist and in one quick movement; Beth’s legs are over Jesse’s
shoulders and hanging over the back of the seat. Her treasures are spread as an inviting
buffet in front of Jesse and he cannot resist the temptation to taste. Jesse quickly finds
Beth’s swollen clit and begins to tease it with the tip of his tongue. Beth cries out as her
body is racked with wave after wave of pleasure. Jesse’s tongue dips into her sacred
space and finds her vagina is flooded with her juices. He dips his tongue in her nectar
and savors the taste. Jesse loves it and is determined to get every last drop. His cute
tongue penetrates Beth’s core again and again until she cries out in unimaginable
pleasure. Her young body convulses as a powerful orgasm overwhelms her body. Jesse
intensifies the orgasm by sucking on her clit and that causes Beth to dig her fingernails
into Jesse’s scalp. She is crying out and screaming in intense pleasure. It is as if her
orgasm will never end.
It is everything that Jim can do to keep the car on the road. He almost sideswipes the side
of the bridge as he drives over it. His raging erection is about to tear through his shorts.
He gently rubs it because any more friction would cause a massive orgasm.
Jesse pulls Beth into a sitting position when her orgasm subsides. As her drenched pussy
slides down Jesse’s chest it soaks his t-shirt with her juices. The smells of her sex is
driving him crazy. Jesse has not had an orgasm all afternoon and he has been constantly
stimulated. He has a terrible case of blue balls. They are literally aching for sexual
release.

Jim pulls in the driveway and to her surprise; Jesse takes Beth in his arms and walks up
the steps with her naked behind Jim. Jim unlocks the door and turns on the light as they
go in. Jesse lays Beth down on the table. He leans over and kisses her deeply as Jim
unbuttons Jesse’s shorts. The shorts fall to the floor revealing his magnificent young
member. He whispers in Beth’s ear, baby I gotta have you.
Jesse, please fuck me…I need you so bad. Beth tells him.
Jesse slides his throbbing member in Beth as she cries out in joy. The kids hear Jim’s
shorts drop to the floor. Jesse slowly begins to thrust his engorged member deeply into
Beth.
Beth looks over at her father and sees his huge rock hard member throbbing with each
beat of his heart. She put her hand out to him and invites him to her. Beth turns her head
and takes her father’s member in her delicate young 12 year old hands. She looks up at
him.
Daddy…I love you…you are so hot. Beth tells her father as he watches Jesse make love
to his gorgeous young daughter. His fingers explore her developing breast buds as she
takes the head of his throbbing member into her mouth.
Jesse’s thrusting increases as he watches Beth suck her very hot looking father. Jesse’s
penis is aching for release. Jesse groans as he feels the tension building in his loins. Jim
smiles at him and then studies their young bodies merging in the most beautiful sexual
union that he has ever seen. Jim feels the tension building in his own loins and he knows
that his orgasm is near. He needs to fill Beth’s beautiful mouth with his seed. Jim runs
his fingers through her hair as he begins to face fuck her. Jim groans as he hangs on the
verge of a sexual explosion.
Oh shit…fuck…gotta…cumming…Jesse cries out at the top of his lungs as he goes over
the edge. It feels like the hot semen is being drawn from the tips of his cute toes. Jesse
has never had such a powerful orgasm. Seeing Beth sucking her father and fucking Beth,
his beautiful daughter in front of her dad, is incredibly stimulating. His boy member
pounds deep in her vagina stretching her cervix wide open and squirting each drop of his
hot seed deep inside her womb. The force of his orgasm is so strong it feels like it may
turn his young testicles inside out. He thrusts again and again filling Beth with a massive
load of his boy seed. Sweat is dripping off of his young body from the exertion of their
mating.
Jim can tell from the contorted look on Jesse’s face that he is about to explode and
watching his boy root expand in Beth’s vagina in preparation for Jesse’s orgasm is more
than Jim can take. Jim hears Beth’s groan as her orgasm sweeps over her and he watches
the beautiful sexy boy pound Beth’s vagina unmercifully. That pushes Jim over the edge
and he floods Beth’s mouth with the incestuous seed that made her as he watches her boy
fuck her like there is no tomorrow. Beth gags from the volume of her father’s seed. Jim
pulls out of her mouth during the most violent orgasm he can remember and he sprays her

face with his seed. He turns toward the beautiful boy and a jet of Jim’s seed covers both
Jesse and Beth. Soon they are all spent. Jesse leans down and kisses Beth and begins to
lick her father’s semen from her beautiful face. She cannot take her eyes of him and hugs
his neck tightly. That is when she feels Daddy licking Jesse’s boy seed from her tender
vagina.
Beth moans from both the pleasure of his licking her sacred place and the knowledge that
he is eating Jesse’s hot semen from her body. Soon her young body is on it’s way to
another powerful orgasm. Beth cries out as her sexy father probes her vagina deeply in
search of more boy seed.
Jim can tell that Beth is on the verge of another powerful orgasm. He begins to suck her
clit until he feels her young body shudder with wave after wave of pleasure. Her groans
of pleasure are muted by the deep passionate kiss that Jesse is giving her.
They lift her off of the table. Her body is limp from three powerful orgasms.
With the lights on and the blinds open they failed to realize what a show the three of them
were putting on. They were not aware that Mrs. Smith and Andy were watching their
every move from across the street. The two of them have been naked since the earlier
show in the driveway. Mrs. Smith was curled up on the couch watching television with
Andy running her fingers through his thick curly black hair. She occasionally rubbed his
tight belly and her fingers strayed down his abdomen until they came in contact with the
top of his tiny pubic bush. For his part, Andy had his arm around his mother and his
fingers occasionally grazed the bottom of her breast. The sexual tension was intense.
And then they heard the doors of the SUV slam across the street. They were drawn to the
window. They watch the sexual theater unfold on the table across the street. It was truly
a beautiful thing to behold. At one point Andy began to masturbate and his mother
pulled his hand away from his aching penis. She put her arm around him as they watched
the sexual climaxes across the street. They watch as Jim and Jesse help Beth off the
table. Mrs. Smith was jealous of Beth’s obvious sexual exhaustion. When they are out
of sight, Mrs. Smith takes Andy in her arms and she feels his throbbing erection pressed
against her sex. She moans.
When they reach the bedroom, Beth kisses her Daddy and Jesse on the cheek. She pulls
the two of them together until they melt in to a passionate kiss. Jesse runs his fingers
through Jim’s curly hair as he feels Jim’s tongue probe every corner of his mouth. It is
going to be an amazing night.

Please let me know what you think and do you think I should continue this story. Please
send your comments to mack1137@gmail.com.
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